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ABSTRACT
This study examines the impact of assimilating three radiosonde profiles obtained from ground-based mobile
systems during the Mesoscale Predictability Experiment (MPEX) on analyses and convection-permitting model
forecasts of the 31 May 2013 convective event over Oklahoma. These radiosonde profiles (in addition to standard
observations) are assimilated into a 36-member mesoscale ensemble using an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)
before embedding a convection-permitting (3 km) grid and running a full ensemble of 9-h forecasts. This set of
3-km forecasts is compared to a control run that does not assimilate the MPEX soundings. The analysis of low- to
midlevel moisture is impacted the most by the assimilation, but coherent mesoscale differences in temperature
and wind are also seen, primarily downstream of the location of the soundings. The ensemble of forecasts of
convection on the 3-km grid are improved the most in the first three hours of the forecast in a region where the
analyzed position of low-level frontal convergence and midlevel moisture was improved on the mesoscale
grid. Later forecasts of the upscale growth of intense convection over central Oklahoma are improved
somewhat, but larger ensemble spread lowers confidence in the significance of the improvements. Changes
in the horizontal localization radius from the standard value applied to the MPEX sounding assimilation
alters the specific times that the forecasts are improved in the first three hours of the forecasts, while changes
to the vertical localization radius and specified temperature and wind observation error result in little to no
improvements in the forecasts.

1. Introduction
Convection-permitting numerical weather prediction
(NWP) models have proven to be useful to forecasters
tasked with alerting the public of the threat for severe
weather (e.g., Kain et al. 2006; Clark et al. 2012). Part of
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the challenge of predicting convective weather in the
short-term (0–9 h) using NWP models is the accurate
analysis of ongoing storms in the initial conditions, for
which the assimilation of radar data is essential (e.g.,
Dawson et al. 2012; Stratman et al. 2013; Yussouf et al.
2015). However, the characteristics of convective storms
are strongly tied to the meso- and synoptic-scale environment in which they develop.
Stensrud and Gao (2010) examined the horizontal environmental variability in short-term forecasts and found
that ensemble forecasts with horizontally inhomogeneous
backgrounds performed better than those with homogeneous backgrounds, suggesting the importance of knowledge of horizontal environmental variability. Drylines,
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cold pools (gust fronts), and other boundaries can act as
forcing mechanisms in convective initiation and storm
organization (Hane et al. 1993; Weaver and Nelson 1982;
Jewett and Wilhelmson 2006), so accurately representing
the location, timing, and intensity of these features is
necessary in order to improve forecasts of subsequent
convection. For example, Sobash and Stensrud (2015)
found that assimilation of surface mesonet data improved
ensemble predictions of dryline location and the timing
and placement of subsequent convective development.
However, in order to consistently resolve important mesoscale features explicitly, NWP models and observational
networks likely need even higher spatial and temporal
resolution than what is currently available operationally
(Sobash and Stensrud 2015). Therefore, it is important to
continue to explore ways to improve the depiction of the
mesoscale environment in model initial conditions, even
for short-term forecasts (Stensrud et al. 2009; Benjamin
et al. 2010; Wandishin et al. 2010; Romine et al. 2013).

Fabry and Sun (2010) and Fabry (2010) examined the
potential impacts of various types of observations on
convection-permitting forecasts and conclude that midlevel
relative humidity (RH) measurements (and the reduction
of RH initial condition errors) were shown to contribute
the most to 0–6-h precipitation forecast skill on 4-km grids.
They suggested that assimilation of RH measurements
from radiosondes and/or integrated water vapor from microwave radiometers would be best to minimize RH errors
(Fabry 2010). It was also suggested that measurements of
low-level humidity, low- to midlevel temperature, and
midlevel winds can have a positive impact on the skill
of short-term precipitation forecasts. While methods
to retrieve these variables from satellite and groundbased remotely sensed observations are improving
(Bedka et al. 2009; Li et al. 2012; Wulfmeyer et al.
2015), the accuracy and vertical resolution of the retrieved profiles are still inferior to what can be obtained
from radiosondes.

a. Data assimilation for convective-permitting
forecasts

b. Overview of the 31 May 2013 convection in
Oklahoma

Data assimilation is a process that combines observations and forecasts in an attempt to give the best estimate of the state of a physical system (Talagrand 1997;
Kalnay 2003). The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF;
Evensen 1994) is a popular choice for the assimilation of
observations on convection-permitting (1–4 km) model
grids because of its ease of use relative to variational
methods at these scales, and because it provides an efficient means of deriving flow-dependent relationships
among model variables that are needed for effective
data assimilation. Numerous studies have used EnKF
methods to produce positive impacts on convective
forecasts by assimilating radar data (Snyder and Zhang
2003; Dowell et al. 2004; Aksoy et al. 2009; Dawson et al.
2012; Marquis et al. 2014), surface data (Fujita et al.
2007; Wheatley et al. 2012; Knopfmeier and Stensrud
2013), satellite data (Jones et al. 2013, 2015), and various
combinations of these data (Zhang et al. 2006; Snook
et al. 2011; Romine et al. 2013; Yussouf et al. 2015).
While many of the studies above assimilate radiosonde
profiles, they typically use soundings from the national
radiosonde network, which is designed to sample the
synoptic-scale environment. Although there are only
three nonstandard soundings assimilated in this study,
they effectively sample spatial and temporal scales smaller
than what is sampled by the national radiosonde network. It
is not clear if more closely spaced soundings should be assimilated in the same manner as the radiosonde profiles
from the national network, and it is not clear if any particular
variable or level sampled by the special radiosonde profiles
might have more impact on the analysis than others.

During the evening of 31 May 2013, thunderstorms
produced severe weather over much of Oklahoma (Fig. 1),
including a large and strong tornado near El Reno,
Oklahoma, that killed eight people and injured several
others (Wurman et al. 2014). Additional storms formed on
this storm’s southwest flank and produced severe hail and
winds in central Oklahoma in midevening (Figs. 1–3). A
few hours later, an outflow boundary from the earlier
storms helped support back-building convection (Figs. 3
and 4) that produced 6–7 in. (150–180 mm) of rain over
much of the Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, metropolitan
area and the deadliest flash flood in the state since 1984.
Severe storms also extended from central Oklahoma to
northeastern Oklahoma producing all forms of severe
weather (large hail, high winds, and tornadoes; Fig. 1).
The mesoscale environment on 31 May 2013 was sampled by several balloon-borne radiosonde (upsonde) observations from ground-based mobile facilities as part of
the Mesoscale Predictability Experiment [MPEX; see
Trapp et al. (2016) and Weisman et al. (2015) for details].
The work discussed here addresses one of the objectives
of MPEX to explore the impacts of assimilating afternoon
preconvective upsonde observations on the analysis of the
mesoscale environment, and examine those impacts on
subsequent 0–9-h convection-permitting forecasts.
The primary goals of this paper are to outline a
method of assimilating special radiosonde profiles into
an experimental ensemble data assimilation and forecast system being developed at the National Severe
Storms Laboratory (NSSL) and to examine the impacts
of the assimilation on convection-permitting forecasts of
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FIG. 1. Reports of tornadoes (red), wind gusts greater than 50 kt (blue; 1 kt 5 0.5144 m s21), and hail equal to or
greater than 1 in. (green), from the period 2000 UTC 31 May to 0500 UTC 1 Jun 2013 over Oklahoma received by
the National Weather Service.

the 31 May 2013 convective event over Oklahoma. Tests
of assimilation of multiple mobile soundings in a mesoscale model for convective forecast applications have not
yet been reported in the literature. Although many interesting storm-scale phenomena occurred during this
event (e.g., Wurman et al. 2014), the focus of this study is
on the meso-b-scale (20–200 km) evolution. The ensemble data assimilation and modeling system, experimental
design, and methods of evaluating the forecasts are described in section 2. Section 3 presents a comparison of
the ensemble analyses and forecasts between the control
run, a run that assimilates the MPEX soundings, as well as
runs that test the sensitivity of the MPEX sounding assimilation to settings in the data assimilation. Section 4
presents a summary and discusses some implications of
the results and future research directions.

2. Methods
The WRF Model ARW-core version 3.4.1 configured
with the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART)

Lanai version (Anderson and Collins 2007; Anderson et al.
2009) is used for data assimilation and ensemble forecasting. The domain used for data assimilation has 235 3
340 grid points spaced 15 km apart and covers the contiguous United States (CONUS) with 51 vertical levels and a
model top of 50 hPa (Fig. 5). A 36-member ensemble is
created by downscaling the 0000 UTC 31 May 2013 Global
Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) 50-km analyses for
initial conditions (ICs), and forecasts from this GEFS cycle
are used as lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) for the
15-km grid. Since the 2013 version of the GEFS only had
20 members, a different IC could not be used for each of
the 36 members of the WRF ensemble. Therefore, the first
18 members of the GEFS are used to create ICs for two
sets of 18 ensemble members. This approach uses the first
18 members of the GEFS and makes the initial conditions
for member n and member 36 1 1 2 n equivalent (the ICs
for member 1 were also used for member 36, member 2
for 35, etc.). The two members with the same ICs and
LBCs use a different set of physics as shown in Table 1
so that no two members are configured the same.
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FIG. 2. METAR and Oklahoma Mesonet surface observations
showing temperature (red) and dewpoint (green) in 8F and pressure
reduced to sea level (purple) in hPa (with the leading digit removed)
valid at (a) 2000 and (b) 2200 UTC. Half (full) wind barbs depict
5 (10) kt. Oklahoma mesonet observations have italicized font. An
analysis of composite (column maximum) reflectivity from the NSSL
National Mosaic and MultiSensor Quantitative Precipitation Estimates system (Zhang et al. 2011) and manually drawn boundaries
referred to in the text also are shown.

a. Data assimilation
Observations were obtained from the Meteorological
Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS; Miller et al.
2007) that include 1) mandatory and significant levels

VOLUME 144

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for (a) 2300 UTC 31 May and (b) 0100 UTC
1 Jun.

from the NWS radiosondes; 2) surface data from aviation routine weather reports (METARs), marine (ship
and buoy) reports, the Oklahoma Mesonet, and the
National Mesonet; 3) the Aircraft Meteorological Data
Relay (AMDAR) reports for wind and temperature; and
4) atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) derived from
satellite observations. These observations are assimilated every hour from 0100 to 1600 UTC using the
ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF; Anderson
2001) encoded within the DART software. The assimilation was performed half-hourly from 1600 to 2000 UTC
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for (a) 0300 and (b) 0500 UTC 1 Jun.

with observations binned into half-hour intervals centered at the top and bottom of the hour. All data were
assimilated onto the full 15-km grid domain except for the
National and Oklahoma mesonet observations, which
were assimilated onto the 15-km grid only over the area
covered by the 3-km grid (Fig. 5). Adaptive inflation
(Anderson 2007) is applied to the ensemble of forecasts
prior to the assimilation step to help maintain spread.
The 36-member ensemble of analyses valid at
2000 UTC are downscaled to create ICs for a convectionpermitting (3 km) grid (Fig. 5). Forecasts run on the
15-km grid beginning at 2000 UTC serve as the LBCs for
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the 3-km grid. The initialization time was chosen to be
2000 UTC to allow for at least 1 h of integration time on
the 3-km grid prior to convective initiation (CI) in the
area of interest (Oklahoma). Model reflectivity in early
output times was examined, as downscaling from 15 to
3 km can produce noisy convection early in a forecast.
Convection that initiated after 60 min appeared realistic
in reflectivity, maintained relatively strong updrafts,
and produced cold pools comparable to those in later
forecast times, and is therefore included in the evaluation. Convective initiation first occurred shortly after
2100 UTC along the front in Oklahoma, then between
2130 and 2150 UTC in west-central Oklahoma
(Figs. 2a,b). The set of 36 forecasts are then run 9 h (to
0500 UTC 1 June) on the 3-km grid that use the same
physics options as those for the parent grid (Table 1),
except that no cumulus parameterization is used. The
resulting analyses and forecasts compose the control
run for this study. The goal of this approach is to make
the control run representative of the best possible
forecast that could have been made given all of the
observations that were available in the operational
data stream at the time.
On 31 May 2013, three soundings were obtained prior
to convective initiation (Fig. 6). One radiosonde was
released at 1610 UTC in Norman, Oklahoma, by a team
from NSSL (Fig. 6d). Another was released by a mobile
unit from the State University of New York at Oswego1
at 1801 UTC near Stillwater, Oklahoma (Fig. 6b), and
the third was released at 1920 UTC near Chickasha,
Oklahoma, by a team from Colorado State University
(CSU) (Fig. 6c).
The MPEX soundings sample every 1–2 s during the
balloon ascent, and therefore, the observations (and
their errors) are likely correlated in time and space. The
assimilation of densely spaced, highly correlated observations can be harmful to the analysis (Liu and Rabier
2002). To mitigate this, the MPEX sounding data are
thinned by defining ‘‘significant’’ levels at which a substantive change in temperature, dewpoint, or wind occurs, similar to how the NWS radiosonde data are
routinely thinned. This helps retain potentially meaningful meteorological features in the assimilation while
mitigating the effects of correlated observation errors.
The data were binned into half-hour windows (for the
CSU sounding, the observations taken between 1920
and 1944 UTC are valid at 1930 UTC and the observations taken between 1945 and 2014 UTC are valid at
2000 UTC). Finally, the true position of the sonde is

1
The State University of New York at Oswego was not
officially a part of MPEX.
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FIG. 5. The 15-km WRF-DART domain with terrain height (m) contoured. The 3-km domain is
shown by the black box.

assimilated, effectively taking the balloon drift shown in
Fig. 6a into account.2
It should be noted that two special NWS soundings
were released in the area during the period when MPEX
soundings are assimilated, one valid at 1800 UTC at
Norman and one valid at 1700 UTC in Lamont, Oklahoma (Fig. 6a). A third special NWS sounding was released at 1800 UTC in Springfield, Missouri, just northeast
of our nested domain. The control run refers to the run
that includes these special NWS soundings. The experiment that assimilates both the special NWS soundings and
the MPEX soundings is referred to as the MPEX run.

b. Sensitivity experiments
In the same manner as the control and MPEX runs,
two additional experiments were performed to test the
sensitivity of the impact of the MPEX soundings to the
inclusion of the special NWS soundings. One run was
performed that excluded both the MPEX soundings and
special NWS soundings (hereafter NONWS). The second run included the MPEX soundings, but not the

2
Typical NWS sondes are assumed to profile the atmosphere
directly above the launch site. Notably the drift measurement locations for soundings are available within standard bufr observation files (see Laroche and Sarrazin 2013).

NWS soundings (hereafter MPEX_NONWS). In comparing these runs to the control and MPEX runs described, it is possible to see the individual impacts of the
MPEX soundings and the special soundings compared
to the combined impact of all six soundings assimilated
in the 4 h before the start of the forecast.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of the mobile sounding assimilation to the horizontal and vertical localization is explored to examine if the special radiosonde profiles should
be assimilated in the same manner as the radiosonde profiles from the national network. Localization reduces the
impact of spurious correlations between an observation
and model state variables far from the observation location that arise from small ensemble sizes. By weighting the
impact of observations on the model state as a function of
distance, sampling errors can be reduced. This study employs the common way to localize variables by multiplying the error covariance estimate in the EAKF with a
Gaussian-like weighted correlation function (Gaspari and
Cohn 1999) that decreases to 20% of its original weight at a
‘‘cutoff’’ radius. The MPEX soundings were released in
close proximity to sample the subsynoptic-scale environment, so a localization radius smaller than that used for the
NWS soundings, which are released at spatial and temporal
frequencies designed sample the synoptic-scale environment, may be appropriate.
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TABLE 1. Multiphysics for the first 18 members: ellipses in categories for members 7–12 and 13–18 indicate repetition of the PBL and
radiation options.
Radiation
Member
1
2
3
4
5
6
7–12
13–18

Microphysics

Cumulus

PBL

Land surface

SW

LW

Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson
Thompson

Kain–Fritsch
Kain–Fritsch
Kain–Fritsch
Kain–Fritsch
Kain–Fritsch
Kain–Fritsch
Grell
Tiedtke

YSU
YSU
MYJ
MYJ
MYNN
MYNN
⋯
⋯

RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP
RAP

Dudhia
RRTMG
Dudhia
RRTMG
Dudhia
RRTMG
⋯
⋯

RRTM
RRTMG
RRTM
RRTMG
RRTM
RRTMG
⋯
⋯

The horizontal and vertical cutoff radii used for the
NWS soundings and for the MPEX soundings are approximately 230 and 4 km, respectively, the same as
those used for a similar application in Wheatley et al.
(2014). Sensitivity experiments with the MPEX soundings included doubling (460 km) and halving (115 km)
the horizontal cutoff radius, halving the vertical cutoff
radius (2 km), and making the vertical cutoff radius so
large (20 km) that the covariances are altered little over
the troposphere (Table 2). For the cases in which the
horizontal cutoff radius was varied, the vertical cutoff
radius was not changed and vice versa.
Additionally, the sensitivity to smaller specified
temperature and wind observation errors (referred to
as the ‘‘lowobserr’’ experiment) to those compared to
the standard values are explored (Fig. 7). Consideration of observation errors is required in the use of the
EAKF and reflects the combined effects of instrument
error, representativeness error, and differences in the
scale of measurable structures by the sensor and the
smallest resolvable structures in the model. The default
list of specified observation errors for all observation
types follows those used in Romine et al. (2013, see
their Table 3). The representativeness error for the
MPEX soundings could be assumed to be lower than
that for the NWS soundings because the NWS radiosondes are made to be valid at a single time whereas the
MPEX soundings are binned into half-hour windows.
Furthermore, the NWS radiosonde profiles are assumed to be valid at a fixed horizontal location—the
ground location of the launch—whereas the exact position of the sonde in its flight is used to assimilate the
MPEX observations.

c. Ensemble evaluation
Bias, root-mean-square error (RMSE), total error
(or total spread), and the consistency ratio (CR) are
used to evaluate the analyses on the 15-km grid and are
given by

N

1 o
å H(xfn,a ) 2 yn ,
No n51
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
2
uNo
f ,a
u
uå H(xn ) 2 yn
t
RMSE 5 n51
, and
No 2 1
bias 5

½

(1)



(2)

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
)ﬃ
(
u
Ne
2
u
1
total spread5 ts2o 1
å H(xfn,a )2H(xf ,a ) ,
(Ne 21)n51

½



(3)
where H is the forward operator that maps the model
prior analysis (forecast) xfn , or posterior analysis xan , to
the observation location and type yn ; No is the number
of observations; Ne is the number of ensemble members; and the overbar denotes the ensemble mean.
The first term in (3) represents the specified observation error variance. The CR is a ratio of the total
variance to mean squared error and gives a measure
of how the ensemble prior analysis spread compares
to the typical ensemble error, where a value close to
1 is indicative of sufficient ensemble spread for the
specified observation error (Dowell et al. 2004;
Wheatley et al. 2012).
Differences between the control and MPEX forecasts on the 3-km grid are assessed through their depictions of simulated composite, or column-maximum,
reflectivity (referred to as reflectivity hereafter for
simplicity) and are quantified by computing differences
in fractions skill scores (FSS; Roberts and Lean 2008).
Following Schwartz et al. (2010), the computation of
FSS uses neighborhoods around the grid cells to give
credit to forecasts of storms that may not overlap with,
but are close to, the location of observed storms.
Numerous neighborhood sizes were tested but results
for a neighborhood radius of 20 km are presented
here as they are deemed to be representative of the
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FIG. 6. (a) Locations, launch times (UTC), and trajectories of the three MPEX soundings. Locations referred to in the text are shown.
Skew T–logp diagrams for (b) Oswego, (c) CSU, and (d) NSSL are shown with temperature (red) and dewpoint (green). Also shown are
variables commonly used in severe weather forecasting computed from the soundings, including the convective available potential energy,
convective inhibition, and lifting condensation level (LCL) from the parcel with the largest equivalent potential temperature in the lowest
300 hPa (MUCAPE, MUCIN, and LCL, respectively), the vector wind difference between 10 m and 6 km AGL (0–6-km shear), and the
storm-relative environmental helicity between 10 m and 3 km AGL (0–3-km SRH).

subjectively determined difference in skill between the
two runs. Furthermore, a radius of 20 km effectively
minimizes the penalty from errors on the smallest resolvable scales of the grid (#;4 2 6Dx) in which convective forecasts are not expected to have skill beyond
an hour or so (Murphy and Epstein 1989; Zhang et al.
2007; Cintineo and Stensrud 2013). FSS values range
from 0 (no skill) to 1 (perfect), but the absolute values
of FSS are less important in this application than how
the FSS compares between the experiments as the goal
is to determine how forecast skill differs from the
control experiment.

3. Results
a. Ensemble evaluation
Time series of the bias, RMSE, total spread, and CR
were computed using assimilated METAR observations. Vertical plots of the same measures for 1200 UTC
NWS radiosonde profiles were also computed to provide
an overview of the stability of the ensemble and success
of the assimilation. Statistics for both prior analysis
(forecasts) and posterior analyses are included on the
accompanying figures giving the time series trends a
characteristic sawtooth shape. Table 3 gives the number
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TABLE 2. Localization sensitivity experiments.
Expt

Horizontal cutoff (km)

Vertical cutoff (km)

Default (MPEX)
doubleloc
halfloc
novert
halfvert

230
460
115
230
230

4
4
4
20
2

of METAR, NWS radiosonde, and MPEX observations
available and the number of those assimilated.
The ensemble has a small cool and moist bias (;0.5 K)
compared to the METAR surface observations over
the 3-km domain (Fig. 8). There is also a small
(;10.5 m s21) bias in east–west wind (U) and north–
south wind (V). The same comparison using mesonet
observations also show a slight cool/moist bias and a
positive V bias (not shown). The spike in all plotted
fields at 1830 UTC occurs because relatively few
METAR observations happen to fall into this assimilation time window (1816–1845 UTC). Overall, these
biases are small and do not appear to be detrimental to
the overall ensemble given CRs that hover mostly
between 1 and 1.5 for all variables.
Statistics are computed for the NWS soundings assimilated at 1200 UTC to examine the quality of the ensemble
above the surface. The NWS soundings are interpolated
every 25 hPa and statistics are computed across observations at each of these levels. Above the surface, bias is
near zero everywhere on the temperature (T) profile except for a small warm bias between 350 and 250 hPa
(Fig. 9). Likewise, U- and V-wind biases are less than
1 m s21 everywhere except at the surface. The moist
dewpoint (Td) bias in lower levels becomes larger with
height, as much as 2.5 K between 300 and 400 hPa, echoing
similar humidity errors found in past studies (Weisman
et al. 2008; Fabry 2010; Coniglio 2012).
The RMSE and total spread increase with height for
all variables and reach a maximum between 200 and
400 hPa. The increase in RMSE for T is very slight and
the maximum in RMSE and total spread occurs at a
slightly lower altitude in the Td profile. The CR for T is
close to or slightly above 1, which reflects the very close
RMSE and total spread profiles. The CR for the other
variables indicates that at 1200 UTC, the ensemble is
slightly underdispersive with values generally between
0.5 and 1.0 in the lower half of the troposphere. While
this is not ideal, most values fall in the 0.7–1.3 range
characteristic of ensemble systems for similar applications and various observation types (Dowell et al. 2004;
Wheatley et al. 2012, 2014, 2015) and the ensemble was
still accurate and diverse enough that most available
observations were assimilated (Table 3). Furthermore,

FIG. 7. NCEP default (red) and this study’s experimental (lowobserr) (blue) temperature (solid) and wind (dashed) specified
observation error standard deviation.

the ensemble goes through 4 more cycles before any
MPEX sondes are assimilated and 11 more cycles
total before the start of the 3-km forecasts. Tests
with assimilation of afternoon MPEX radiosondes
for additional cases show that the CR for these variables increases closer to 1 with these additional cycles
(not shown).

b. Assimilation impacts
The differences between the control run and MPEX
run were examined first through inspection of posterior
analysis difference plots between the ensemble mean of
the relevant model sounding in the vicinity of the assimilated MPEX sounding 30 min after the start of the

TABLE 3. Assimilation success rate.
Observation type

No. available

No. assimilated

% Success

METAR
(full domain)
METAR
(limited domain)
NWS radiosonde
MPEX radiosonde

1 117 483

1 085 061

97.1%

23 236

21 697

93.4%

54 571
107

51 447
99

94.3%
92.5%
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FIG. 8. Time series of RMSE, total error, bias, and consistency ratio (CR) for forecasts (prior analysis) and
analyses (posterior) against METAR observations of (a) 2-m temperature (K), (b) 2-m dewpoint (K), (c) 10-m
east–west wind (m s21), and (d) 10-m north–south wind (m s21) over the 3-km domain. The valid time (UTC) of the
forecasts and analyses is along the abscissa. There were over 700 (total, for the four variables shown) observations
available over the limited domain at each time during the hourly assimilation cycles and over 250 observations
available during half-hourly assimilation cycles, except at 1830 UTC (the spike in fit), when there were only 65 total
observations available.

assimilation time. The model sounding profile takes the
drift of the sonde into account by computing model
fields along a radiosonde trajectory by approximating
the path a radiosonde would take through the model
fields for each ensemble member. Overall, the largest
adjustments were seen in midlevel moisture and zonal
(u) wind profiles. However, substantial adjustments
were also seen in the temperature profiles near the top of

the boundary layer (;800 hPa). Near-surface adjustments were small in T and Td due in part to the small
differences between the observations and the ensemble
mean prior analysis, and the relatively small ensemble
spread (Figs. 10 and 11).
As expected, the ensemble spread decreases nearly
everywhere in the MPEX run, and the ensemble means
shift toward the observations. The largest of these shifts
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FIG. 9. Vertical profile of RMSE, total error, bias, and consistency ratio (CR) for forecasts (prior analyses) and
analyses (posterior) against 1200 UTC NWS sounding observations of (a) temperature (K), (b) dewpoint (K),
(c) east–west wind (m s21), and (d) north–south wind (m s21).
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FIG. 10. Ensemble mean difference between model posterior analysis and relevant
sounding for control (black) and MPEX (blue) runs valid for (a),(b) 1630 UTC for a launch
starting location near the NSSL sounding; (c),(d) 1830 UTC near the Oswego sounding; and
(e),(f) 1930 UTC near the CSU sounding. (left) T and (right) Td. The shaded regions represent 63s to illustrate the ensemble spread.

occur in Td between ;800 and 400 hPa, where the control run had the largest differences and largest spread.
The end result of these changes is drying between ;750
and 350 hPa in the vicinity of the NSSL and CSU
soundings, and midlevel (;750–500 hPa) moistening

and upper-level (;500–350 hPa) drying in the vicinity of
the Oswego sounding.
Similarly, the MPEX run indicates a decrease in zonal
wind speed around ;900–550 hPa in the vicinity of the
NSSL launch and a decrease in zonal wind speed
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for (left) U and (right) V in kt.

between ;750 and 550 hPa near the Oswego launch
(Figs. 11b,d). Slight decreases in near-surface zonal wind
were also seen in the Oswego and CSU launches.
Although the changes in T are smaller than the
changes in Td, the mean of the MPEX run fits the T
profile of the capping inversion in the NSSL sounding
(Fig. 6d) near 800 hPa better than in the control run
(Fig. 10a). Near the secondary inversion around

525 hPa, the posterior analysis for the MPEX run fits the
T profile a little better than the control run in the vicinity
of all three launches (Figs. 10a,c,e), but the relatively
coarse model vertical resolution at that level hinders a
closer fit to the observation.
Near the surface, the T forecasts (prior analyses) were
very close to the observed values near the ground (mean
differences are ;0.3–0.6 K), and the ensemble spread in
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FIG. 12. Model posterior analysis differences (MPEX 2 control) at 1630 UTC at model level 11 (just above the top of the boundary
layer) for (a) water vapor mixing ratio (g kg21), (b) temperature (8C), (c) relative humidity (%), and (d) divergence (31025 s21) at model
level 6 (;900 hPa). Vectors represent wind differences (MPEX 2 Control) at the same model level as each variable. The green arrow
points to the location of the 1610 UTC NSSL sounding.

T was small (standard deviation, or s, of ;0.25–0.5 K),
thus the ensemble mean T changed very little upon the
assimilation of the MPEX soundings. When the spread
is small relative to the specified observation error as in
this case, along with a relatively small difference between the prior analysis (forecasts) and observations,
the Kalman gain will be small (Snyder and Zhang 2003).
The Td in the lowest 500 m above ground level (AGL) in
all three soundings also changed very little because the
prior ensemble Td spread was small (s ; 0.3–0.5 K),
which prevented the assimilation from correcting the
low-level moist bias (;1.5–2 K) seen near the soundings.
Horizontal plan views of the thermodynamic and kinematic fields above the surface help give an understanding of how the assimilation influences model
points away from the sounding location (Fig. 12). The
drying and warming near the inversion seen in Fig. 10a
can also be seen in the posterior analysis in a coherent
mesoscale pattern at distances over 200 km away (Fig. 12a).
These both contribute to as much as a 15% decrease in RH
(Fig. 12c). The weakening of the west-southwesterly flow at

about 1–2 km AGL near the NSSL sounding (Fig. 11a) also
extends downstream in roughly the same area of the RH
adjustments. The coherent mesoscale pattern in these adjustments shows some of the benefits of using a EAKF
technique—the flow-dependent covariances create an elliptical region of adjustments in roughly the same orientation of the frontal boundary and mean low- to midlevel
flow, which is biased somewhat downstream of the
sounding location. Although the adjustments to the winds
are small, they do result in a somewhat more convergent
region near the frontal boundary in southwest Oklahoma
at this time (Fig. 12d) along with slightly stronger southerly
low-level flow just to the east of the dryline.
Over time, the impacts of the individual soundings are
more complex because of small-scale covariance structures introduced by the sequential assimilation of multiple soundings between 1600 and 2000 UTC (recall that
there are three soundings from the operational data
stream also being assimilated between 1700 and
1800 UTC). In other words, the impacts of the sounding assimilation are cumulative, as expected, but the
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FIG. 13. Model posterior analysis differences (MPEX 2 control) at 2000 UTC at model level 18 (;500 hPa) for (a) water vapor mixing
ratio (g kg21), (b) temperature (8C), (c) relative humidity (%), and (d) divergence (31025 s21) at model level 6 (;900 hPa). Winds
computed as in Fig. 12. The area outlined in green highlights an area of more convergent low-level flow near the front in the MPEX run
referred to in the text.

adjustments result in structure added to the smallest
resolvable scales of the grid (;60–90 km) over time.
Despite this increasing complexity to the differences
between the control and MPEX runs, there are more
areas of low- to midlevel warming and drying than there
are regions of cooling and moistening downstream of the
launch locations (Fig. 13). This is particularly evident
around 500 hPa where the RH is over 20% lower over
much of central Oklahoma at 2000 UTC (Fig. 13c).
The development of smaller mesoscale structure over
time results in a rather noisy pattern of low-level divergence (Fig. 13d). However, a mesoscale pattern in
the difference in low-level divergence between the
control and MPEX runs is a southwest–northeast-oriented region of more convergent low-level flow in
northern Oklahoma into southeast Kansas with surrounding bands of more divergent low-level flow. This
banding is associated with the frontal boundary and is an
indication that the assimilation of the MPEX soundings
results in a sharpening of the kinematic component of
the front in this region (Fig. 2a).

In summary, the assimilation of the MPEX soundings
has a noticeable mesoscale impact on the ensemble
mean analysis. In particular, the largest cumulative effects of assimilating the three soundings are to warm and
dry the low- to midlevels, mostly downstream of the
launch locations. While the adjustments to the winds are
relatively small, they result in a sharpened, more convergent low-level frontal boundary over northern
Oklahoma and southeast Kansas. The following section
examines the differences that arise between two ensembles of convection-permitting (3 km) forecasts: one
that is initialized from the ensemble of control run analyses valid at 2000 UTC and the other initialized from
the MPEX run analyses valid at the same time.

c. Convection-permitting forecasts
The differences between the control and MPEX 3-km
forecasts are best illustrated by probabilities (or relative frequencies) of ensemble members that have
reflectivity $40 dBZ within 20 km of each grid cell (that
are then smoothed slightly with a Gaussian weighting
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FIG. 14. Smoothed probability of reflectivity $40 dBZ within 20 km of a grid cell for (left) MPEX, (middle)
control forecasts, and (right) their difference valid at (a)–(c) 2100 UTC (1-h forecast), (d)–(f) 2130 UTC (1.5-h
forecast), (g)–(i) 2230 UTC (2.5-h forecast), and (j)–(l) 2330 UTC (3.5-h forecast) 31 May 2013. In the rightmost
column, red (blue) areas denote higher (lower) reflectivity probabilities for the MPEX run. Black contours outline
observed reflectivity $40 dBZ from the NSSL National Mosaic and MultiSensor Quantitative Precipitation Estimates system (Zhang et al. 2011).

function with a s of the Gaussian kernel of 2) (Figs.
14 and 15). By 2100 UTC (1-h forecast), the MPEX run
initiates fewer storms over northeastern Oklahoma
where storms were not observed and initiates more

storms over far southeastern Kansas where storms were
observed (Fig. 14). In the MPEX run, the spurious
storms that develop over northeastern Oklahoma are
fewer in number and develop closer to where the
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, but for forecasts valid at (a)–(c) 0100 UTC (5-h forecast), (d)–(f) 0200 UTC (6-h forecast),
(g)–(i) 0300 UTC (7-h forecast), and (j)–(l) 0400 UTC (8-h forecast) 1 Jun 2013.

observed storms just begin to develop. Between 2100
and 2230 UTC, additional storms initiate along the front
from southeastern Kansas into central Oklahoma in
both runs (Figs. 14d–i). The largest difference between
the two runs at 2230 UTC is over northeastern Oklahoma (Fig. 14i) where the over initiation of spurious
storms in the control run by 2100 UTC led to an overabundance of storms (the blue area in northeastern

Oklahoma in Fig. 14i). Furthermore, the tendency
for storms to develop closer to the front in the MPEX
run leads to higher concentration of storms closer
to where they are observed from central Oklahoma
into southeastern Kansas by 2230 UTC (the red
southwest–northeast-oriented band that nearly
overlaps the black contours in northern Oklahoma in
Fig. 14i).
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FIG. 16. Ensemble mean difference (MPEX 2 Control) of divergence (31025 s21; filled contours) and cloud water mixing ratio
(g kg21; unfilled green contours) averaged over the first 30 min of
the nested grid forecast, covering the initial CI period. Divergence
is averaged over layers 4–10 (;950–820 hPa), and the cloud water
mixing ratio was averaged over ;750–450 hPa. Contours of cloud
water mixing ratio range from 1 to 21 g kg21, and dashed contours
are negative. Arrows represent MPEX 2 Control wind differences
averaged over the same parameters as the divergence field.

Inspection of the forecasts in the first hour shows that
fewer storms develop in the MPEX forecasts away from
the front in northeastern Oklahoma partly because of
the shifting of the low-level convergence/divergence
patterns (Fig. 13d), and partly because of entrainment of
drier air into the nascent convection in the MPEX run
(Fig. 13c), which prevents more storms from fully developing in this region. This can be seen by a region of
higher cloud water mixing ratio in the control run at
30 min (indicated by the region of dashed green contours) collocated with enhanced convergence in the
control run in northeast Oklahoma (Fig. 16).
As evidenced by the lower-level wind field differences
averaged over the first 90 min of the forecasts (Fig. 17b),
the MPEX run has larger southerly and easterly components in the region of the early CI in the control run.
These stronger southeasterlies in the MPEX run results
partly from the early convection in the control run
producing a cold pool, which acts to reduce convergence
west of the CI in the control run. Therefore, the enhancement in convergence closer to the front in the
MPEX forecasts (Fig. 17) results from a combination of
the preconvective mesoscale adjustment to the convergence (Fig. 13d), and the disruption of the southeasterlies
in the control run from the spurious convection. This
enhanced convergence closer to the front in the MPEX
forecasts leads to the higher concentration of storms
closer to where they are observed from central Oklahoma
into southeastern Kansas by 2230 UTC (Fig. 14i).
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One of the forecast challenges on this day was determining the southern extent of sustained convection
along the dryline in southwestern Oklahoma (Fig. 2).
Convection initiated there by 2230 UTC, but it was
relatively short lived (Fig. 2). The impact of the MPEX
soundings in this area was minimal as both runs develop
too much convection along the dryline and too far south
into northern Texas where storms never developed
(Figs. 14g–l). This is a reflection of the tendency for the
model adjustments by the MPEX soundings to be focused downstream (relative to the low- to midlevel
winds) of the sounding locations.
By 2330 UTC, the differences between the MPEX and
control forecasts become noisier and it is difficult to
identify clear improvements in the MPEX reflectivity
forecasts (Figs. 14j–l). This indicates that from about
2330 to 0030 UTC, the impact of the soundings on the
convective-scale forecasts over the domain is small.
However, the impact does not appear to diminish everywhere over time. From 0100 to 0500 UTC, the MPEX
run has consistently higher probabilities than the control
run near the southernmost collection of cells in central
Oklahoma and has consistently lower probabilities in
northeastern Oklahoma where few storms were observed in this period (Figs. 15a–i). The southernmost
storms that appear to be handled better in the MPEX
run in this period are those that consolidated from the
cluster of supercells that produced the tornadoes near El
Reno earlier, grew upscale, and surged eastward into
east-central Oklahoma by 0400 UTC (Fig. 3). Elsewhere, through the end of the forecast, both runs produce the west-northwest–east-southeast-oriented line of
back-building storms too far north relative to the observed back-building storms over central Oklahoma.
This indicates that, like for the earlier dryline storms in
southwest Oklahoma, the impact from assimilation of the
MPEX soundings on the mesoscale heavy-rain event over
central Oklahoma was minimal (Fig. 15), perhaps because
of the accumulation of model error by this time in the
forecast and because the adjustments to the analyses
had moved downstream out of the area by this time.
To better quantify the differences in reflectivity
forecasts, the FSS was computed for reflectivity
$40 dBZ at a variety of neighborhood radii. (Shown in
Fig. 19a are the differences between the MPEX FSS
and the control FSS for a 20-km neighborhood radius to
be consistent with the radii used for computing and
displaying the reflectivity probabilities.) Figures 18 and
19 include 95% confidence intervals following Hamill
(1999) with the ensemble members in each run serving
as the samples (assuming independence among the
ensemble members). As suggested by the analysis of
the neighborhood probability differences, the most
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ability to confidently say the MPEX forecasts were
collectively better after this time.

d. Sensitivity tests

FIG. 17. Ensemble mean difference (MPEX 2 Control) of
(a) cloud water mixing ratio (g kg21; red areas indicate more cloud
water in the MPEX experiments) and (b) divergence (31025 s21;
blue areas indicate more convergence in the MPEX experiments).
Layer averages were computed as in Fig. 16. As in Fig. 16, vectors
represent wind differences, averaged over the same layers as the
variable displayed in each subfigure.

significant improvements in FSS for the MPEX run
occur in the first three hours of the forecasts. This improvement in FSS is a reflection of the MPEX run both
delaying the development over spurious storms ahead
of the front in northeastern Oklahoma and having
higher probabilities of storms closer to the front
(Fig. 14). At later times, the FSS differences support
the subjective assessment of the probability differences
shown earlier that the two ensembles of forecasts become very similar in skill in the 2330–0030 UTC time
period, and that the MPEX forecasts are somewhat
better in skill in the period after 0200 UTC. However,
the confidence intervals widen considerably and overlap with zero after 2315 UTC owing to the growing
spread in the location of the storms, which lowers the

In the first part of the sensitivity experiments, runs
excluding special 1700/1800 UTC NWS soundings were
produced to better understand the impact of the MPEX
soundings. FSS as described in the previous paragraph
was computed for the difference between the control
run and the run with no MPEX soundings or NWS
special soundings (NONWS), and for the difference
between the MPEX run that excluded the NWS special
soundings (MPEX-NONWS) and NONWS (Fig. 18).
The differences were computed such that the run with
less assimilated information was subtracted from the run
with more assimilated information in each case.
In the Control-NONWS comparison, differences in
FSS were small and lacked statistical significance at all
times (Fig. 18b). This indicates that the collective effects
of the 1700 UTC sounding from Lamont, Oklahoma; the
1800 UTC sounding from Norman, Oklahoma; and the
1800 UTC sounding from Springfield, Missouri; had
much less impact on the forecasts than assimilating the
additional three MPEX soundings. The FSS for the experiment that only assimilated the MPEX soundings and
not the NWS soundings (MPEX_NONWS-NONWS)
was generally greater than those of the run that assimilated neither the MPEX nor the NWS soundings, but the
FSS jumped around from one time to the next, especially
in the early part of the forecast. There were five times
that were significant between 2000 and 2245 UTC, two
positively and two negatively. This indicates that the
assimilation of the MPEX soundings had the largest
impact on the forecasts when the NWS soundings were
also included in the assimilation.
A number of additional experiments were performed
to examine the sensitivity of the results to changes in
parameters used in the assimilation as described in
section 2b. Differences in FSS between these experimental runs and the control run show that the experiment that cuts the horizontal localization in half
(hlafloc) is the most skillful very early in the forecast,
peaking near 2045 UTC (Fig. 19b), largely because it
spins up the few storms over far southeastern Kansas
prior to 2100 UTC in approximately the right place and
time, and has the fewest number of spurious storms in
northeastern Oklahoma (not shown). However, the
halfloc run becomes much closer in skill to the control
run shortly thereafter (Fig. 19b). The halfloc run remains
more skillful than the control run throughout the entire
forecast, but a widening spread, seen in all runs, lowers
statistical significance after the first hour.
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over the control run seen in the halfloc and doubleloc runs
at both of these peaks around 2045 and 2200 UTC, although the magnitude of the FSS differences in each peak
in the MPEX run are not as large as those seen in the
halfloc and doubloc runs.
In general, altering the vertical localization cutoff
radius from a value of 4 km had a detrimental impact on
the first few hours of the forecasts (Figs. 19c,f). The
halfvert run was less skillful than the control run early in
the forecast but became increasingly similar to the
control run as the forecast progressed, except for a very
short period around 0100 UTC. The novert run varied in
skill compared to the control run throughout the forecast, and the differences only had one very brief period
approaching statistical significance—between 2115 and
2145 UTC—but generally showed similar or inferior
forecasts compared to the control run.
Finally, the lowobserr experiment showed very similar trends compared to the MPEX run with two periods
of statistically significant improvement in skill over the
control run early in the forecast period (Fig. 19d). Unlike the MPEX run, the FSS for the lowobserr run became smaller than that for the control run over time.
This suggests that the procedure of binning the observations into half-hourly windows and assimilating the
true position of the sonde (i.e., taking balloon drift into
account) is not justification to lower the specified observation error for this application since the differences
between the MPEX and lowobserr runs are small in the
first few hours of the forecasts when we can have confidence in the differences between the runs.

4. Summary and conclusions

FIG. 18. Difference (experiment 2 control) of FSS and 95% confidence intervals for the (a) MPEX, (b) NONWS, and (c) MPEX_
NONWS forecasts. The valid time (UTC) of the forecasts is along the
abscissa.

The doubleloc run shows the opposite behavior by becoming more skillful than the control run after 2100 UTC,
peaking around 2200 UTC, and staying more skillful than
the control run through 2300 UTC (Fig. 19e). The MPEX
run contains the individual significant skill improvements

This study examines the impact of assimilating three
balloon-borne radiosonde profiles that were obtained
from mobile facilities as part of the MPEX field program on an ensemble of mesoscale analyses and forecasts of the significant convective event on 31 May 2013
over Oklahoma. The goal is to determine if the changes
to the mesoscale analyses resulting from the assimilation of these soundings using an ensemble Kalman filter
method improves short-term convection-permitting
forecasts of the event driven by these analyses.
Exploration of the prior analysis (forecasts) and posterior analysis with and without the assimilation of the
MPEX soundings on the mesoscale grid shows that the
MPEX soundings make a meteorologically meaningful
impact on the model variables above the surface. In
particular, despite a small moist bias in the forecasts,
moisture has a closer fit to the observed soundings in the
MPEX run, especially in the low- to midlevels. This
supports the conclusions of Fabry and Sun (2010) and
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FIG. 19. Difference (experiment 2 control) of FSS and 95% confidence intervals for the (a) MPEX, (b) halfloc, (c) halfvert, (d) lowobserr,
(e) doubleloc, and (f) novert forecasts. The valid time (UTC) of the forecasts is along the abscissa.

Fabry (2010) regarding the potential benefits of radiosonde assimilation for improving predictions of low- to
midlevel moisture and the subsequent improvements in
the mesoscale short-term prediction of convective precipitation. There are also slight improvements in the
analysis fit to the observed low-level temperature profiles near the top of the boundary layer, particularly near
the capping inversion. Adjustments to the winds were
mostly small, and limited to low levels, but the collective
effects of the assimilation resulted in more convergence
closer to the observed location of a frontal boundary in
northern Oklahoma and southeastern Kansas.
The changes to the analysis that resulted in a better fit
to the observations were not limited to a region very
near the sounding location. Rather, the adjustments
could be seen over mesoscale areas and were concentrated downstream of the sounding launch location.
Forecasts from times after the assimilation indicate that
the changes to the analyses seen in the vertical profiles of
the variables, especially moisture, persist in subsequent
forecasts and analyses although the patterns of the
adjustments and differences between the MPEX and
control runs become noisier over time.
The assimilation of the MPEX soundings had a noticeable positive impact on the forecasts of convection,
mainly during the first three hours of the forecast. In the
MPEX run, the initiation of spurious storms in northeastern Oklahoma away from the front was reduced,
and the probabilities of storms that formed after
2100 UTC along and near the front were higher and

closer to the observed storms. Inspection of the storm
development in the first few hours shows that
the increased convergence near the frontal zone in the
MPEX run and the lower relative humidity in low- to
midlevels in the MPEX run contributed to this improvement. The MPEX run also had somewhat better
skill at forecasting the position and timing of the later
storms in central Oklahoma after about 0100 UTC
although the larger spread in the forecasts prevented a
clear determination of the significance of this result.
These findings agree with previous sentiments that
convection organized on the mesoscale may be predictable for several hours within mesoscale neighborhoods (Weygandt et al. 2004; Kain et al. 2010; Stratman
et al. 2013). This study adds that improvements to the
mesoscale environment afforded by the assimilation
of special radiosonde profiles may increase that mesoscale predictability, at least in the first few hours of
the forecasts.
The assimilation of preconvective soundings did not
help to reduce the early and overabundant storms along
the dryline in southern Oklahoma and northern Texas.
The lack of influence on the dryline storms may be due
to the location of the MPEX launches. The primary
adjustments to the analyses resulting from the assimilation of the MPEX soundings were seen downstream
(relative to the low- to midlevel winds) of the launch
locations. All of the MPEX launches on 31 May took
place east of the dryline and well north of where the
storms formed in southwest Oklahoma, so they were
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likely to have little influence on the dryline and subsequent convection in this area. Likewise, the assimilation of MPEX soundings did not significantly improve
the forecasted location of the later back-building storms
over Oklahoma City that contributed to the deadly flash
flood. While the MPEX soundings were taken in the
vicinity of the subsequent flash flood, they were taken
over 6 h earlier and thus the assimilation impacts had
diminished in the area over time, while model error
increased.
Experiments were performed to test the sensitivity of
the results to changes in the configuration of the ensemble data assimilation and the inclusion/exclusion of NWS
special soundings. Experiments that only assimilated the
three special NWS soundings, and only assimilated the
three MPEX soundings showed some improvement over
the control run on their own, but when all six soundings
were assimilated, significant improvements over the experiment that did not assimilate the MPEX soundings
were seen in the first 3 h of the forecast.
While there was not a clear indication that halving or
doubling the horizontal localization radius from the
default value of 230 km significantly changed the results,
there was some impact on the specific times that
the assimilation of the MPEX soundings improved
convective-forecast skill over the control run. Halving
the localization improved the skill in the first hour of the
forecast (effectively placing the few initial storms in the
early spinup period more accurately), while doubling
the horizontal localization produced convective forecasts with better skill for 1–3-h forecasts, but worse skill
after about 4 h (although the large spread in forecasts
later in the forecast lowers the confidence in this assessment). Likewise, the results did not lend support to
using a vertical localization radius different from the
default value of 4 km, nor using specified temperature
and wind observation errors different from the default
NCEP observation error values within DART.
Care must be taken with these results for a number of
reasons. This was only one case, and while it seems that
additional assimilated soundings do have a positive impact, especially in the first three hours, these procedures
need to be repeated for more cases to determine if these
findings are consistent among other MPEX cases. An
investigation into the impacts of soundings over other
MPEX cases is currently under way.
Furthermore, while the bias in the ensemble was relatively small for most variables and levels, there was still
some bias in all variables both near the surface and in
dewpoint in upper levels. It is possible that the assimilation results could be improved if steps are taken to
reduce these biases, and the detrimental effects they can
have on the analyses (Ancell 2012; Romine et al. 2013).
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Furthermore, steps to increase the spread in temperature and dewpoint near the surface beyond what using
diversity in turbulence parameterization schemes produced in this study could allow for the assimilation of
sounding data to have more impact in low-levels than
what was seen in this study.
There were a limited number of special soundings
available for this case, and they were not collected with
testing data assimilation impacts as the primary goal.
The MPEX soundings positively influenced the convective forecasts for this event, but it may be possible to
estimate prior to the event happening where the observations should be taken to maximize the impact of
the soundings on subsequent forecasts. Studies of meteorological phenomena on synoptic scales have long
experimented with choosing the sounding location
based on quantitative targeting procedures (e.g.,
Langland et al. 1999; Hakim and Torn 2008; Torn and
Hakim 2008; Gelaro et al. 2010 and citations therein). It
is possible that the impacts for a given model forecast
with large uncertainty (e.g., like the convection along
the dryline for the event studied here) could be improved if quantitative methods are used to guide the
times and locations of the sampling. Efforts are under
way to determine the feasibility of this approach using
an EnKF method and ensemble sensitivity analysis
approach (e.g., Bednarczyk and Ancell 2015) to maximize the positive impact of assimilating soundings on
forecasts of convective storms.
Finally, this study deliberately did not assimilate radar
or satellite data into the initial model condition so that the
impacts of the sounding assimilation could be isolated
effectively. Assimilation of clear-air radial velocity observations from radar data and retrievals of temperature
and water vapor from satellite radiances (e.g., Jones et al.
2015) may improve the mesoscale background environment further. As storms develop, radar data should be
assimilated to introduce the existing storms, and their
effects on the environment, into the model initial conditions (e.g., Dowell et al. 2011; Snook et al. 2012; Wheatley
et al. 2014), as well as suppress spurious storm development in model forecasts. However, in order for radar data
assimilation to be effective, key meteorological features
that support the convection (e.g., fronts, drylines) need to
be represented accurately in the mesoscale background
(Aksoy et al. 2009; Stensrud and Gao 2010; Dong et al.
2011; Yussouf et al. 2015). In the case presented here, the
assimilation of the MPEX soundings increased the lowlevel convergence along a front and the subsequent
convection-permitting forecasts had more skill in placing
the storms. Furthermore, the low- to midlevel moisture
was reduced in an area where the MPEX run correctly
reduced the development of spurious storms. Future
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studies should examine the potential added benefits of
nearby sounding assimilation in concurrent mesoscale/
convective-scale assimilation systems (e.g., Yussouf et al.
2015) that include radar data in the cycled assimilation
procedure to determine if the sounding assimilation, and its
potential to improve the location of fronts, midlevel dry air,
etc., in the mesoscale background, augments the positive
impacts of radar data assimilation on subsequent forecasts.
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